
ABSTRACT 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided 
on the original form. 

Address 1802 Tulane Avenue City/State/ZI P New Orleans, LA 70 I 12 

1. Give a brief overview of the project, including major project goals. 

This homeless day center is the outcome of a unique collaboration between four independent nonprofit service 
providers local to New Orleans and two religious institutions. Their "post-Katrina" union estabHshes a more 
comprehensive approach of providing care and support to the homeless population of New Orleans. 

The resulting design offers an example of a more humane way of using "trailers" in disaster situations not specified by 
FEMA plans. Urban Design & Architecture should always celebrate the human person. This project shows that it can be 
done even if the site is a parking lot and the main interior spaces are trailers. The design creates the master plan as a 
"campus" of 6 trailers.An urban outdoor plaza used for gathering and events weaves around the trailers incorporating 
them as integral parts of the design. An urban street wall that contains the main entry is formed along Gravier Street. 

Within this campus organization, there are four spaces not housed in trailers. They are a food distribution center, a 
meeting space for 200-300 people, an information kiosk, and a small freestanding office. These project elements were 
constructed by the Detroit Collaborative Design Center and second year University of Detroit Mercy architecture 
students. 

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence? (You may wish to consider such factors as: effect on the 
urban environment; innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of project development; new and creative approaches to urban 
issues; design quality.) 

As you will hear thoughout this application Collaboration is one of the key aspects to the success of this 
project as a meaningful urban space and architecture for all people. Though the Detroit Collaborative 
Design Center was the lead in consultant services, it was not a traditional hierarchical approach. There were 
two universities involved, two architects and urban designers, very active public agencies and two types of 
construction services. This is on top of the collaboration form by the union of four independent nonprofit 
providers. and two religious institutions. They provide job skills and services, food distribution, health, wellness, 
and legal services, and day-to-day personal care and hygiene. 

As alluded in the Overview this project attempts to find a more innovative approach in semi-permanent 
disaster relief services. The design response considers the urban fabric and gives back to the community and its 
people through developing a private parking lot into an public urban daytime refuge.As a way to make a playful 
reference to the sites history, the parking space striping was not removed. 


